67 72 chevy truck wiring harness

Register or Log In To remove these advertisements. Web chevytrucks. Hey everyone I'm getting
ready to re-wire my 70 chevy. I was wondering if I could get some input here. I've been shopping
and looking at different harnesses, but which one is gonna be the best bang for my buck so to
speak? I've been looking at EZ Wire but I have my reservations cause of how much cheaper it is
compared to other harnesses. I am on a budget, but this is a very important purchase. I don't
want to buy a cheap one and end up having a ton of headaches down the road. I don't have
much electrical expericence so I would like a harness that will be easy to install. So what do you
guys recommend? Thanks Eric. Painless is running a promotion for American auto wire, and
Ron Francis both have kits for direct replacement. Its a complete kit and each wire is marked
every 12 inches or so with the section and item it is connecting to: taillight section, right turn
signal. Build-up Thread. I'm not wasting money on my truck, I'm helping to rescue the economy
one mod at a time. It sounds like most of the guys on here went the painless route. And I'm
thinking that might be the best route for me to take. I'd like to get more input on some of the
other kits out there. Do any of the direct replacement harnesses have the extra circuits for
power windows and such? Since this is my first wiring job I dont want to get a kit thats gonna
get me in over my head. Factory style bulkhead connectors and additional GM connectors
makes this harness a custom fit. Nothing could make your vintage Chevrolet truck easier to
re-wire. Air conditioning and heat. Ignition and starting. Horn Emergency flashers. Dash
instruments. Headlights, taillights, brake lights, turn signals Radio Constant and ignition hot
Wipers Dome light. Electric engine cooling fan. Electric fuel pump. Power antenna. Power
windows. Power door locks Third brake light. Keep in mind that this wiring harness includes
more circuits than the stock vehicle. This is so that you may add the extra items listed easily
should you choose to do so. If you do not need the extra items, just delete them from the
harness when installing. Does anyone have experience with the other kits? I've seen several
threads on here with the ezwire harness, here's one post you might check with rage and get his
thoughts, if you get stuck on something there are plenty of guys here willing to help out.
Originally Posted by fixit-p. Originally Posted by my67chevytruck. Last edited by wancosc; at
PM. Originally Posted by ewoody When you get the box, you will notice you get quite a bit, i
think it weighed 20 pounds. Cant go wrong with painless, IMHO. Just read that thread. Doesn't
sound like EZ wire is easy to install. Originally Posted by wancosc Last edited by mbgmike; at
PM. Originally Posted by mbgmike. Its through Painless. We have the rebate forms We have one
in stock left. That would really depend on ones skill level, I didn't think it was that bad. Reading
the thread may make it seem that way but allot of that back and forth was really just getting on
the same page thats the toughest thing to overcome in ThreadShooting IMO. The schematic was
simple but so is the system being installed. I don,t like how they distribute power from the alt to
the starter, battery and cab but Painless does it the same way. Mike that's a good price will you
be getting anymore in stock? I'm not quite ready to purchase yet. They are more expensive than
Painless for example, but have all connectors already installed. If you go the Painless route, you
should look into what tools such as crimpers are needed. There are many different types of
crimpers. Its not a good idea to use a pair of pliers or the wrong crimper. Good luck! IMO the EZ
harness is just as good as the painless if not better and it costs less. Factory Service Manual
Index. Find More Posts by Ackattack. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us chevytrucks. User Name. Remember Me? Site Merchandise FAQ. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of
2. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by ewoody Re: wiring harness??? Find More Posts by
my67chevytruck. Have you used any of those? Which would you recommend? That will be
helpful, thanks for that link. Find More Posts by fixit-p. Quote: Originally Posted by fixit-p I've
seen several threads on here with the ezwire harness, here's one post you might check with
rage and get his thoughts, if you get stuck on something there are plenty of guys here willing to
help out. Quote: Originally Posted by my67chevytruck Painless is running a promotion for Find
More Posts by wancosc Quote: Originally Posted by ewoody summit and jegs have it. Quote:
Originally Posted by ewoody Just read that thread. Originally posted by: Abraham Lincoln "The
trouble with quotes on the Internet is that it is nearly impossible to discern if they are genuine.
Quote: Originally Posted by wancosc Any idea who that is through? Or does it even matter?
Find More Posts by mbgmike. Quote: Originally Posted by mbgmike Its through Painless.
Quote: Originally Posted by fixit-p That would really depend on ones skill level, I didn't think it
was that bad. Quote: Originally Posted by ewoody Mike that's a good price will you be getting
anymore in stock? Quote: Originally Posted by mbgmike Sure will but the rebate ends March 31
Quote: Originally Posted by ewoody I would say my skill level is not very good lol. Find More
Posts by 72lb4x4. Posts: Find More Posts by 95light. Visit Ackattack's homepage! Digg del.
Posting Rules. We are open and actively processing orders, however, please note some
products may not be available or may take longer than normal to arrive due to the COVID virus.
All KeyParts ground shipped products are shipping 10 to 15 business days after placing your

order, all Truck Freighted large and heavy items are shipping 4 to 6 weeks after placing your
order. American Autowire products are shipping 8 weeks after placing your order. American
AutoWire part classic wiring harness kit includes a replacement headlight switch, standard turn
signals and flashers, a fusebox designed to fit in the original location and more! Average based
on 2 reviews. Write an online review and share your thoughts with others. Serving the American
People Since Quantity Add to Cart. Our Price:. Read all reviews. Retention collar nut, adjustable
length shaft, and custom knob are also included. Extra connectors and instructions are
supplied for installation of original headlight switches. Standard turn signal flasher, hazard
flasher, and horn relay mounted on fuse panel. Fuse box designed to fit in original location. All
required hardware supplied. Location selected for easy accessibility and clearance of under
dash accessories such as all gauge packages, wiper systems, heating and air conditioning
systems, and stock original or aftermarket GM tilt steering columns. Original switch connector
bodies! Exclusive to this American Autowire Chevy truck wiring harness kit Steering column
connectors will plug directly into most aftermarket steering columns as well as and later GM
columns which utilize stock GM turn signal switches. The original column can also be wired by
using the supplied mating connector and terminals. Instrument Cluster wiring is designed with
a "cluster harness disconnect" system for easy service and assembly. All original terminals,
connectors, and light sockets are also supplied for original cluster gauges. However, the best
aspect to the disconnect system is that any gauge cluster package can be easily and neatly
wired in. Rear body harness assembly is designed to plug into the main harness in the original
position utilizing existing retainers. Flexibility in harness design allows for original or custom
routing. Both pickup and suburban models are accommodated. Rear body wiring includes
backup light wires and mating connectors for backup light leads. License plate lead,
connectors, and terminals included. Fuel tank sender wire and terminal included. Leads and
terminals included for jamb switches and dome light. New floor dimmer switch is provided. Wire
length and connection accommodate original floor mount dimmer switch. GM bulkhead
connectors for the engine and front light wiring are included and ready for easy installation.
Original or custom routing of the new harness is no problem! Engine wiring includes
connectors for points type and H. Power and tach connectors supplied for GM H. Alternator
connectors are supplied for GM "SI" series internal regulated and all "one wire"alternators. GM
"CS" series alternator connector available separately. Front lighting includes extra long leads
for special routing when custom under hood appearance is desired. All headlight, park light,
and directional light connectors and terminals are provided, as well as a switched trigger wire
for electric fan relay usually recommended with AC. Color schematics and easy to understand
installation instructions included with your Chevy truck wiring harness kit. Guaranteed lowest
prices and friendly customer service. Pin It. Vehicle Applications This part is designed to fit the
following vehicles. Customer Reviews Average based on 2 reviews Write an online review and
share your thoughts with others. It's a pretty complete kit, decent quality. I can't get anything to
work after install from very detailed and good instructions. The light switch is suspect. If I were
to do it again, I wouldn't, should've paid someone to install the kit. This is of high quality with
location printed on the wires Related Product s. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number
given below only. Buyer must let us know what year truck? Exact reproduction wiring harness
made to factory specifications using the factory blueprints. Our wiring harnesses are correct in
every detail. These are manufactrued to the original blueprint NOS specifications. They are built
using original GM blue prints, cut to the exact lengths to provide a tailored look, and contain the
correct type and color wire as well as the correct terminals. For those of you concerned about
having your car judged, our reproduction wiring harnesses will pass all judging standards.
These harnesses are ready to use just "plug in and go". These harnesses are for owners who
want a properly restored concourse quality vehicle, for owners to want to update old existing
wiring, or for those who want to add factory installed options. They will look, fit and perform
exactly as original. If you dont see it listed just ask as we are always expanded our inventory for
the highest in customer service. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also
viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn
more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information midwaymusclecar Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be
subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs

office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. La
Grange, Illinois, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Wed. Estimated delivery
dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination
ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of
cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by midwaymusclecar. Item specifics
Condition: New. Midway Muscle Car midwaymusclecar Shipping and handling. This item will
ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in
a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 6 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 6. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on
midwaymusclecar from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Back to home page
Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. This wiring harness entails a factory style bulkhead connector and
has many of the factory connectors already installed on the harness out of the box. Each wire is
custom printed with the circuit identification as well as using GM color codes for easy
installation. Assembly Instructions PDF. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. In Stock.
Ships FREE here for details and exclusions. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select
your vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to
Buildlist. Click to Login. Number of Circuits:. Fuse Block Included:. Compatible with GM
Column:. Ignition Key Location:. Fuse Style:. Part :. Sold in Quantity:. Includes wiring
harnesses, all connectors, brackets, flashers, and zip ties. GTIN Code:. Harness Length:.
Ground shipping only in the contiguous US. Related Products. More Like This. View All Chassis
Wiring Harnesses. Painless Wiring 21 Circuit Wiring Harness. Painless Wiring Circuit Univ.
Muscle Car Wiring Harness. Write a Review. Speedway Motors employee Pat O. Pat shows off
how easy wiring your LS can be with our LS wiring kit. Unbox our most popular wiring harness
with Tim. Testing 2 and 3 Wire Speed Sensors. Testing a 2 or 3 wire speed sensor sounds
difficult, but these videos show that it actually is quite easy! Upgrading a R4 Transmission Chevelle. Follow along as Jeff installs an early R4 transmission for the big block in his Chevelle.
See how this unit is upgraded and converted to a later 30 spline style. You May Also Like.
Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Classic Industries offers a wide selection of Harnesses for your Chevrolet
Truck. Product A The All-in-One harness solution for the Tremec T Magnum transmission
comes equipped with all the connections pre-wired into one harness for a simple installation
and ease of use. The small epoxy sealed controller is View Product Details. Product Product AL
Product TP Product SP SPAL wiring kits are a must-have when installing an electric fan.
Designed to safely integrate with OEM wiring harness. Feature a waterproof 40 amp relay,
stainless steel switch with optional switched override capability The ultra small fuse block can

be mounted in any Reproduction "T" clip used on various late model vehicles to secure the
wiring harnesses within the engine compartment. Correct hardware can make any This
customizable harness may be just what you need. Wiring harnesses just don? This compact
harness has all the basic circuits to get you rolling in no time. This 18 Circuit - 8 Fuse harness
American Autowire Power Plus 13 universal wiring harness. This complete, integrated wiring
system incorporates a factory style pre-wired fuse box, GM steering column and ignition
connections, headlight and floor dimmer American Autowire Builder 19 wiring harness kits offer
big power in a small panel! Great for tight wiring spots in your custom car, truck or what ever
vehicle you own, these Builder 19 wiring harnesses incorporate a slim fuse Painless
Performance high amp alternator wiring kit. This includes a high amp inline fuse with protected
fuse holder, all necessary ring terminals, heat shrink, and a detailed set of diagrams and step by
step instructions to Installing air conditioning to your hot rod with dual electric cooling fans?
Need cooling fan relays to operate off a thermostatic switch and when your AC is on? Then this
dual activation cooling fan relay set by Painless Product AM Designed to help correct bouncy,
or spiking tachometer operation caused by points or noisy ignitions. Thanks to detailed
instructions, color-coded and labeled wire, and plug-n-play connectors, Pro Series is easy to
install and simple to expand Reproduction tie strap used on various late model GM vehicles to
secure the wiring harnesses within the engine compartment. Reproduction wiring harness
retainer clip mounted on the firewall of a wide variety of GM vehicles from the 's through the 's.
This metal clip is sometimes welded, instead of bolted, to the firewall to hold the main Product
TF Add an under trunk or hood lamp to your classic with this universal lamp set. Includes
bracket, bulb, internal switch and wiring to install. A hot exhaust manifold can cause serious
damage to your electrical system and melt important wiring and hoses. If not properly fastened,
the wiring harnesses, and washer hoses could fall into an open area between the engine This
set is designed to allow a wide range of temperature adjustments for your electric fan. A bulb at
the top of the capillary tube is designed to probe or be attached to the top or hottest portion of
the radiator. If you want to keep your under-dash area organized or you think that you need to
remove gauges from time to time then you need to install our universal gauge harness. Made in
USA Harness will connect to all major brand Product MF This set is designed to allow a wide
range of temperature adjustments for Champion or Challenger Series electric fans. This set is
designed to operate Champion or Challenger Series electric fans according to water
temperature. Product C. Product MX Power will Product K A hot exhaust manifold can cause
serious damage to your electrical system. This wiring kit will protect your car's electrical
system from the Product CT Correct reproduction transmission kickdown harnesses for Chevy
Pickups equipped with carburetor mounted kickdown switch. Air Conditioning Harness: These
are correct reproduction of the original air conditioning wiring harness which were used on
factory original air conditioning for these years. Each harness will duplicate the original in every
Product CTDI. Each harness will replace the original exactly and Product T Bring your classic
GM truck into the 21st Century with a complete wiring harness update kit! Product CTH. Our
engine harnesses are reproduced using the original General Motors schematics and feature the
correct attachment connectors and wire in the correct gauge sizes and coloration when
available to match your or
mitsubishi l200 leaf springs
ford fusion drivetrain
pelican parts mercedes
iginal and One of two main harnesses located in the engine compartment. Provides wiring for
the main battery power lead, headlights, parking lights, side marker lights, horn relay,
alternator, voltage regulator, temperature sensor,brake Product CTPI. Provides wiring for the
main battery power lead, headlights, parking lights, side marker lights, horn relay, alternator,
voltage regulator, temperature sensor, Our harnesses are reproduced using the original General
Motors Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model
All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Wiring Harness "T" Clip, 1. Builder 19 Wiring Harness Universal Harness. High Amp Alternator Kit Amp. Auto Meter Tachometer Signal Filter.
Universal Gauge Harness for Electric Speedometer. When upgrading your distributor, don't
overlook this essential component. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to
have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

